ORDER No.C5/7/2016/DPI  DATED.07/07/2016

In partial modification to the office order cited the following transfer and postings are ordered with immediate effect.

1. Sl. No.31, the office in which Smt. Anitha P.R. transferred DDE Ernakulam
2. Sl. No.25, Sl. No.32 is cancelled
3. Sl. No.86 is cancelled Rank No.1054 Smt. Girija, AEO Panoor is transferred and posted in the office of the DDE Kozhikode against the retirement vacancy of Sri. K.C. Mukundas.
4. Sl. No.4, in the remarks section, the office in which C.T. Manikantan Nair reposted is DTBD Thiruvananthapuram
6. Sl. No.17 The transfer of Sri. Sunilkumar P.N., AEO Pampady is against transfer vacancy of Sri. K.R. Jayadev
7. Sl. No.13, The transfer of Smt. Sobha R. Nair, DIET Kottayam is against promotion vacancy of Sri. P.N. Suresh
8. Sl No.25 Office of the Smt. Sindhu K.V. is DDE Kollam and is retained in DDE Kollam
9. Sl. No.23, the transfer of Sri. Jose Prakash is cancelled and Sri. Muhammed Hussain retained in AEO Sasthamcottta.
10. Sl. No.99, the transfer of Smt. C.V. Prasanna, DEO Mavelikkara is against the promotion vacancy of Sri. Biju.
11. Sl. No.27, the office in which Smt. Cicily K. Thomas, DDE Thrissur promoted and posted is AEO Irinjalakuda instead of DEO Irinjalakuda.
12. Sl. No.32, the office in which Sri. M.O. Louin promoted and posted in AEO Chathanur is against the transfer vacancy of Smt. A.K. Mumthaz Beequm
13. In promotion Sl. No.9, the office of Sri. Abdul Nazeer M. is DDE Kozhikode instead of DDE Kasargod.
14. Sl. No.20, The office in which Smt. Ashakumari promoted is DTBD Thiruvalla and deployed to DDE Malappuram instead of DEO Malappuram.
15. Sl. No. 58, the vacancy in which Smt. Sheela S. promoted and posted is AEO Panoor against the transfer vacancy of Smt. Girija.
16. Sl. No.12, the office in which G. Saseendran promoted is DTBD Kollam instead DTBD Kottarakkara and deployed to DPI Office
17. Sl. No.44, the office in which Smt. Manjula M.S. promoted is DTBD Kottarakkara instead of DTBD Kollam and deployed to DPI Office
18. The promotion of Sri. Biju G., DDE Kollam as Head Clerk is cancelled due to suspension as per Order No. A7/1056/2016 dated 28/06/2016 of DDE Kollam. That post is kept vacant for promotion of other deserved individuals.
19. Sl. No. 60, the office of Sri. Ramesh E.V. whose status is AEO Alathur instead of DDE Palakkad.
20. Promotion in Sl. No. 9 to Sl. No.60 to be read as Senior most senior clerks and they are simultaneously promoted as Head Clerk and Junior Superintendent and posted in the office noted against their names.
DEOs concerned are directed to forward the LPC and SPARK details of officers in Sl No. 26, 27, 28, 31, 36, 42, 46, 49, 55, 71, 72, 74, 78, 83, 101, 103 who were earlier deployed to various offices retaining their lien at the respective DTBDs, to their new station immediately, without waiting for separate order in this regard.

Lein of Smt. Ambika, DTBD Punalur, now deployed in CGE, stands shifted to the Text Book Office, Thiruvananthapuram. The DEO Punalur will transfer her LPC and SPARK to the Text Book Officer, Thiruvananthapuram.

The order dated 04/07/2016 stands modified to the above extend.
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